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In this paper, we describe the operation of a two-stage wire array z-pinch driven by the 1.4 MA,

240 ns rise-time Magpie pulsed-power device at Imperial College London. In this setup, an inverse

wire array acts as a fast current switch, delivering a current pre-pulse into a cylindrical load wire

array, before rapidly switching the majority of the generator current into the load after a

100–150 ns dwell time. A detailed analysis of the evolution of the load array during the pre-pulse is

presented. Measurements of the load resistivity and energy deposition suggest significant bulk heat-

ing of the array mass occurs. The �5 kA pre-pulse delivers �0.8 J of energy to the load, leaving it

in a mixed, predominantly liquid-vapour state. The main current switch occurs as the inverse array

begins to explode and plasma expands into the load region. Electrical and imaging diagnostics indi-

cate that the main current switch may evolve in part as a plasma flow switch, driven by the expan-

sion of a magnetic cavity and plasma bubble along the length of the load array. Analysis of

implosion trajectories suggests that approximately 1 MA switches into the load in 100 ns, corre-

sponding to a doubling of the generator dI/dt. Potential scaling of the device to higher current

machines is discussed. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4936278]

I. INTRODUCTION

Cylindrical wire array z-pinch implosions are excellent

sources of soft x-rays1 and k-shell radiation.2 Their behav-

iour is well characterised and reproducible, and experiments

involving multiple nested wire arrays have demonstrated

radiation pulse-shaping.3 Most applications, for example, in-

ertial confinement fusion (ICF), radiation science, and labo-

ratory astrophysics, require a high power x-ray source.

Experiments and analytical models4 have shown that to pro-

duce a high power source, the rise-time for the current pulse

that drives the z-pinch load should be minimised.

Accordingly, for a given load inductance, this requires an

increasingly high voltage generator, which is both expensive

and difficult to engineer.

A potential way forward for existing pulsed-power devi-

ces is to dynamically sharpen the current pulse by introduc-

ing a plasma current switch as an integral part of the z-pinch

load. Fast plasma switches have been extensively studied

as the final stage in generator power feeds, and there are

several mechanisms for their operation. Plasma flow

switches (PFSs) operate by magnetic acceleration of a

plasma discharge along a coaxial vacuum power feed. The

PFS may deliver current to the load by bridging a deliberate

gap between the load and the generator.5,6 Alternatively, the

PFS may switch current by opening in parallel to the load as

the discharge expands within the vacuum.7 A review of

plasma flow switches can be found in Ref. 8. Plasma erosion

opening switches (PEOSs) involve the erosion of an auxil-

iary conducting plasma channel positioned in parallel to the

load.9,10 These devices were first investigated as a means to

reduce current pre-pulse into diode experiments.11,12 PEOSs

will often exhibit some flow switch behaviour, as the eroding

plasma channel will be, to some extent, swept along the

power feed by the J�B force.13–15 Plasma switches have

been successful at sharpening generator current profiles,

although the operation tends to become lossy at high vol-

tages and currents.

Another important aspect of wire array operation is the

existence of an extended ablation phase16–21 before the main

implosion. During this phase, which may last 50%–80% of

the total implosion time, plasma is continuously generated at

the surface of the dense, stationary wire cores and acceler-

ated towards the axis by the J�B force. This causes signifi-

cant radial redistribution of the array mass before the start of

the main implosion. Importantly, ablation proceeds in a non-

uniform way along each wire, with an axial modulation of

the ablation rate. This creates highly non-uniform initial con-

ditions for the main (snowplough-like) implosion phase,22

causing some fraction of the array mass to be left behind at

large radius. This trailing mass limits the convergence of the

current toward the axis, and hence limits x-ray power pro-

duced at stagnation of the pinch.
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Two-stage wire array z-pinch loads have been proposed

as a means to both sharpen the current profile and suppress

or control the ablation phase.23 A two-stage wire array z-

pinch consists of a parallel arrangement of two cylindrical

arrays, as shown in Fig. 1. The bottom array is arranged in

an inverse (exploding) configuration, and the top (load) array

is arranged in a standard imploding geometry. The inverse

array consists of wires positioned around a central cathode

rod such that the J�B force acts radially outward on the

wire material, as opposed to radially inward for the load

array geometry.

In this setup, the inverse array acts both as a generator

for a current pre-pulse into the load array, and also as a fast

current switch that provides a �100 ns delay between the

pre-pulse and the main current pulse into the load. Previous

work has shown23 that preconditioning of the load array in

this manner dramatically alters the ensuing load implosion

dynamics; the ablation phase is eliminated, and no trailing

mass remains at the initial array radius during the final im-

plosion. The inverse array provides intermediate inductive

energy storage to drive the load implosion. The dynamics of

the implosion suggest that a significant fraction of the total

generator current is switched into the load, with a rise-time

of approximately half that of the Magpie generator driving

the experiment. However, all attempts to measure the load

current profile using our standard diagnostics have failed to

provide results consistent with load current profiles inferred

from implosion dynamics.

In this paper, we present detailed data and analysis on

the operation of two-stage wire arrays, with a particular em-

phasis on the interpretation of electrical measurements. First,

in Sec. II, we detail the experimental setup and give an over-

view of two-stage wire array evolution. In Sec. III, we char-

acterise the evolution of the load array during the current

pre-pulse using measurements of resistivity and resistive

energy deposition. The remainder of the paper is dedicated

to the operation of the main current switch. Sec. IV A

describes our initial attempts to measure the load current dur-

ing the current switch and the associated issues. In Sec. IV B,

we detail a new static load magnetic field diagnostic

designed specifically to measure the load current profile. In

Sec. IV C, we discuss results obtained with this diagnostic

and describe our present understanding of the current switch

mechanism. In Sec. IV D, we provide estimates for the load

current and make comparisons to implosion data using a 0D

implosion model. In Sec. V, we discuss possibilities for scal-

ing of the two-stage wire array configuration to higher cur-

rent machines. Conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND OVERVIEW
OF TWO-STAGE WIRE ARRAY OPERATION

A. Experimental setup

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup and

electrical diagnostics is shown in Fig. 1(b). For clarity

throughout this paper, the top array in the diagram is consis-

tently referred to as the load or imploding array, the bottom

array as the inverse or exploding array, and the complete,

two stage configuration as the total load or two-stage array.

Experiments were performed on the 1.4 MA, 240 ns rise-

time Magpie facility at Imperial College London.24 Inverse

arrays were 16 mm in diameter and consisted of

8� 12.5–15 lm evenly spaced aluminium (Al) wires, sur-

rounding an 8 mm diameter cylindrical cathode rod. Inverse

array lengths varied from 34–50 mm. Load arrays were

8–17 mm in diameter and consisted of 8� 10–15 lm Al

wires, with lengths varying from 16–42 mm. In several

experiments, the load array was replaced by a static (non-

imploding) load with embedded B-dot (dB/dt) monitors. The

current return structure is arranged on two levels (above and

below the “anode” in Fig. 1(b)) so that the load array and

total load current can be monitored separately. These return

structures are each composed of 8 mm diameter posts evenly

spaced at a distance of 77.5 mm from the array axis. There

are 4 posts on the upper level to allow for unrestricted diag-

nostic access to the experiment, and 16 posts on the lower

level to minimise inductance. For construction purposes,

there is a 5–8 mm connecting section between the two arrays.

Plasma dynamics were diagnosed using a suite of imaging

diagnostics, including an optical streak camera, 12-frame op-

tical framing camera (5 ns exposure), 4-frame extreme ultra-

violet (XUV) pinhole cameras (5 ns exposure), and several

laser probing channels (300 mJ, 0.5 ns, 532 nm) for interfer-

ometry and shadowgraphy imaging. Electrical load proper-

ties were monitored using several Rogowski groove dI/dt
monitors (positioned as shown in Fig. 1), a resistive voltage

probe connected in parallel to the inverse and load arrays,

and B-dot probes embedded in the low voltage side of the

magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL) of the gen-

erator. A continuous-wave (CW) Faraday rotation diagnostic

was also fielded during several experiments. All of the elec-

trical diagnostics are discussed more thoroughly at relevant

points throughout the paper.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of a two-stage wire array z-pinch. The inverse

(exploding) and load (imploding) cylindrical wire arrays are connected in

electrical parallel to the generator voltage. (a) Idealised current paths

through the inverse and load arrays. (b) Electrical diagnostics: Rogowski

groove dI/dt monitors mounted around return posts and the load; quartz rod

used for CW Faraday rotation measurements; voltage monitor mounted end-

on to the load for measurements of the resistive component of the load volt-

age. The probe connection (red) draws no current from the generator.
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B. Overview of the operation of a two-stage wire array
z-pinch

Inverse arrays have been shown to exhibit the same abla-

tion dynamics as standard wire array z-pinches, with the

exception that the ablation flow is directed radially out-

wards.25,26 At the beginning of the generator current pulse,

energy is deposited into the array wires via resistive heating.

This “resistive phase” lasts for �20 ns and ends when plasma

forms on the surface of the wires. At this point, surface plasma

begins to ablate radially outwards, with the ablation flow

being continuously fed by new material from the stationary

wire cores. As in the case of standard cylindrical arrays, there

is a periodic axial modulation to the ablation rate. The abla-

tion phase ends when approximately 50% of the initial array

mass has been ablated, and gaps begin to appear in the wire

cores. This signals the beginning of the main explosion of the

array. Significant trailing mass is left at the initial wire radius,

and magneto-Rayleigh-Taylor (MRT) instabilities develop in

the magnetically driven flow. Aside from the short resistive

phase, the voltage across the inverse array wires (measured at

the top of the central cathode rod) remains very low until the

explosion of the array.25 When the explosion begins, the im-

pedance (resistance and inductance) of the wires, and there-

fore the voltage across them, rapidly increases. This

characteristic voltage history makes the inverse array a prom-

ising, compact tool for rapidly switching current into a load.

In the two-stage array configuration, the inverse array

behaves in the same way as an isolated inverse array. The

early-time resistive phase is responsible for a current pre-

pulse into the load array. During this time, current is resis-

tively divided between the two arrays, taking both the red

and blue paths indicated in Fig. 1(a). The energy deposited

into the load during the pre-pulse is sufficient to begin to

bulk vapourise the load wires. The pre-pulse ends when

plasma forms on the surface of the inverse array wires. At

this point, an inductive current division takes over (resistance

becomes negligible), and the majority of the generator cur-

rent flows through the relatively low inductance inverse

array (red path in Fig. 1(a)). The load array experiences a

100–150 ns current free “dwell phase” coincident with the

ablation phase of the inverse array. During this time, the load

array wires thermally expand into the vacuum to a diameter

of �1 mm. The dwell phase ends as gaps form in the wires

of the inverse array and it begins to explode. At this point,

current begins to switch from the inverse array into the load,

taking the blue path in Fig. 1(a). Upon switching, all of the

load array mass is rapidly ionised. The preconditioned load

wires do not exhibit the core-corona structure that is ubiqui-

tous in all standard wire array experiments. As a result, the

usual wire array ablation phase is suppressed, and a 0D-like

implosion of the load array ensues, leaving negligible trail-

ing mass at the initial wire radius.

The optical emission time series in Fig. 2 shows the evolu-

tion of a two-stage wire array z-pinch from the dwell phase

through to stagnation of the load array. In the first 3 frames,

plasma can be seen ablating radially outwards from the inverse

array. There is no emission from the load at this time because

very little current flows through it. In the third frame, axial

breaks in the inverse wire cores first appear, and current begins

to switch into the load. In the fourth frame, the inverse array

begins to explode and emission from the expanded (�1 mm)

load array wires can clearly be seen. In the ensuing frames, the

load array is seen to implode, and the remaining inverse array

plasma becomes too tenuous to be detected by the camera.

III. PRECONDITIONING OF THE LOAD ARRAY
AND ENERGY DEPOSITION DURING THE CURRENT
PRE-PULSE

Preconditioning of the load array and the resultant modi-

fications to the load implosion dynamics were first described

in Ref. 23. Here, we present a much more detailed account

and analysis of electrical measurements obtained during the

current pre-pulse.

A series of experiments were performed to characterise

the evolution of the load array during the pre-pulse phase.

Simultaneous, independent measurements of the load current

and the resistive component of the load voltage were

obtained in order to determine (a) the energy deposited

within the load array and (b) the resistance history of the

load array. These independent measurements allow energy

deposition and resistance to be determined without the need

to make assumptions about the resistivity, heat capacity, and

uniformity of the load. The resistive probe used to monitor

the load voltage was described in detail in Ref. 27. For these

measurements, the voltage probe is suspended vertically

above the experimental load hardware, and the electrical

connection from the probe to the high voltage electrode of

the load is made along the axis of the load array, as shown

schematically in Fig. 1(b). This technique, as described in

Ref. 28, ensures that the probe is sensitive only to the resis-

tive component of the load voltage, VR; negligible magnetic

flux associated with time-varying current through the load

threads the current loop of the voltage probe connection. The

current through the load was monitored using Rogowski

FIG. 2. Optical emission time-series showing the evolution of a two-stage

wire array z-pinch. The field of view includes the top 14 mm of the 50 mm

inverse array and the bottom 4 mm of the 16 mm long, 8 mm Ø load array.

There is a 7 mm connecting section between the two arrays.
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groove dI/dt monitors fielded on current return posts. Signals

were recorded on a 10 GHz oscilloscope, to collect many

data points over the short (�20 ns) pre-pulse. Four experi-

ments were performed with inverse and load arrays 16 mm

in diameter, each consisting of 8� 12.5 lm diameter Al

(5056 alloy) wires. The exploder length was fixed at 34 mm

for all experiments whilst the load array length was varied

between 20 and 30 mm. Repeating the experiment with dif-

ferent load array lengths allowed us to assess the importance

of electrode contact resistance.

Figure 3 shows VR, dI/dt and current traces from an

experiment with a 24 mm long load array. A 5 kA current

pulse is driven into the load via predominantly resistive cur-

rent division between the inverse and load arrays. A peak

voltage of 35 kV develops across the load as a result of resis-

tive heating. The voltage decays to zero as plasma forms on

the inverse array wires and remains at zero for the next

�100 ns until the beginning of the main current switch. This

indicates that the voltage probe is indeed only sensitive to

the resistive component of the load voltage, despite the in-

ductive component reaching over �100 kV during this time.

The width of the voltage pulse (�15 ns) defines the timespan

for energy deposition within the load array, despite the fact

that a small amount of current continues to flow in the load,

driven by inductive current division heavily biased toward

the low inductance inverse array.23,25

Energy deposition was determined from the experimen-

tal data by numerical computation of the following integral:

DQðtÞ ¼
ðt

0

VRðtÞIðtÞdt: (1)

The energy delivered to 4 different loads as a function of time

is shown in Fig. 4(a). With the exception of the 27 mm array,

energy deposition begins coincidently and the total energy

delivered is approximately the same (0.7–0.9 J) in each case.

The experiment with the 27 mm load suffered from a signifi-

cant generator pre-pulse caused by non-simultaneous firing of

the four pulse-forming lines.24 Because the experiments were

carried out with loads of different lengths, it is instructive to

replot the data in normalised units of eV/atom, as in Fig. 4(b).

In this plot, it is assumed that energy deposition occurs uni-

formly throughout the bulk and along the length of the wires.

Significantly more energy is deposited per atom as the load

array length is reduced. In all cases, sufficient energy

(>0.9 eV) is deposited to melt the load and raise the tempera-

ture to the vapour point. A total of 3.9 eV/atom is required to

fully atomise the load material; this is greater than the energy

delivered by the pre-pulse in all cases. Therefore, by the end

of the pre-pulse, the load likely exists as a liquid-vapour mix-

ture. This observation is consistent with previously pub-

lished23 interferometric results that show the line integrated

atom density (nal) after a period of thermal expansion is

slightly lower than would be expected given the number of

atoms in the wire, suggesting the presence of liquid droplets

that are not detected by the interferometer. Additional meas-

urements concerning the detailed radial structure of precondi-

tioned, expanded wire cores will be published separately.

The evolution of the load material resistivity during the

pre-pulse was calculated using the following formula:

q tð Þ ¼ VR tð ÞNA

I tð Þl ; (2)

where VR and I are measured quantities, N is the number of

wires, A is the cross-sectional area of each wire, and l is the

wire length. The area A was taken as the initial value for the

cold wire, since the pre-pulse occurs on a timescale much

shorter than the timescale for thermal expansion. For con-

stant area and length, the resistivity depends only on the

FIG. 3. Electrical signals characterising the current pre-pulse into a 24 mm

load array. (a) Load array dI/dt. (b) Load current deduced from dI/dt signal

(black) and resistive load voltage (blue).

FIG. 4. Energy deposition into load arrays with different lengths (all 16 mm

Ø, 8� 12.5 lm Al) during the current pre-pulse. Inverse array dimensions

were fixed between experiments. The upper panel (a) is in units of J. The

lower panel (b) is in normalised units of eV/atom. Spots represent the time

at which bulk heating probably ceases during each experiment, based on

results in Fig. 5. Dashed horizontal lines represent E required to reach Tmelt,

E required for bulk melting, E required to reach Tboil and E required for bulk

vapourisation.
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temperature (q ¼ qðTÞ). Furthermore, for a fixed mass, the

temperature depends only on the energy deposited

(Q ¼ QðTÞ). Consequently, we can say that the resistivity is

a function of energy deposition only (q ¼ qðQÞ) and should

be independent of the time history of the resistive heating,

the pre-pulse current and voltage temporal profiles, and the

array geometry. By combining results from Eqs. (1) and (2),

it is possible to determine qðQÞ using the experimental data.

Plots of qðQÞ for each experiment are given in Fig. 5. Given

that q ¼ qðQÞ only, the plots in Fig. 5 provide a consistency

check between experiments. It can be seen that agreement

between datasets is generally good during the earlier stages

of energy deposition.

The dashed dark green line in Fig. 5 represents the

expected qðQÞ from a simple theoretical model. Within this

model, the energy deposition required to bring about a given

temperature change of the wire material, taking into account

phase transitions, was determined via the following formula:

DQðTÞ ¼
ðT

298K

cðTÞ dT þ DHmeltjT�934K þ DHvapjT�2790K:

(3)

c(T) is the Al heat capacity and was found from standard

heat capacity data tables. The linear temperature dependence

of the solid phase Al heat capacity was approximated as a

single average value of 3:0� 10�4 eV/K/atom. Al heat

capacity in the liquid phase has an almost constant value of

3:3� 10�4 eV/K/atom. DHmelt and DHvap are the enthalpies

of fusion (0.11 eV/atom) and vapourisation (2.95 eV/atom)

and are only relevant at or above Tmelt (934 K) and Tboil

(2790 K), respectively. DQðTÞ was calculated numerically

via Eq. (3) and used together with standard resistivity (qðTÞ)
data tables in order to plot the qðQÞ model.

During the early stages of energy deposition, the load re-

sistivity increases as the temperature rises. The data from

each experiment show good agreement with the model dur-

ing this stage, strongly suggesting significant bulk heating

and negligible electrode contact resistance. The gradient of

the liquid-heating line in the model is particularly well

matched by data from the 27 mm and 30 mm load arrays.

The turning points in the experimental data probably corre-

spond to some degree of plasma formation on the load array

wires, occurring before bulk vapourisation of the load.

Comparisons of temporally resolved energy deposition to

expected bulk thermodynamic characteristics are only reli-

able up to the times corresponding to these turning points.

These times have been indicated in Fig. 4. Imaging data

obtained at �100 ns after the pre-pulse show significantly

less thermal expansion of the 2–3 mm load region closest to

the anode, regardless of the length of the array. We speculate

that the electric field close to the anode could be responsible

for the reduced energy deposition in the wire cores in this

region and the possible formation of an axially localised

plasma layer surrounding the wire cores. The increased sig-

nificance of this effect for shorter loads could explain the devi-

ation of the experimental data from the model for the 20 mm

array. The anode end-effect has since been successfully miti-

gated via careful shaping of the electrode. This was found to

significantly increase the uniformity of the implosion of the

load array after the main current switch; data from these

experiments will be presented in a separate publication.

IV. CHARACTERISATION OF THE CURRENT SWITCH
MECHANISM

A. Initial attempts to measure current in the load array

Rogowski groove dI/dt monitors are routinely and reli-

ably fielded on current return posts during all Magpie experi-

ments in order to determine the load current via numerical

(not passive) integration of the signal. However, attempts to

measure the load current using Rogowski grooves during the

switching phase of 2-stage wire array experiments have not

been fully successful. Reasons for this will be discussed thor-

oughly in Sec. IV C.

Rogowski probes positioned around the load array (posi-

tion A) or around current return posts (position B), as shown

in Fig. 1(b), invariably produce signals that contradict the

load array implosion dynamics or else fail to operate

throughout timescales of interest. An example signal from a

Rogowski probe mounted around a current return post is

shown in Fig. 6(a), along with the form of the total generator

dI/dt signal as measured by a B-dot probe embedded in the

low voltage side of the vacuum transmission line (MITL).

The Rogowski signal appears to show the beginning of the

current switch into the load. However, very rapidly the signal

saturates, which may indicate a breakdown of the probe (this

is not oscilloscope saturation). The rapid rise in the load cur-

rent upon switching can generate sufficient voltage (�kV)

on the probes to cause electrical breakdown either across the

probe gap or within the coaxial cable connected to it.

Additionally, the probe gap can be short circuited by the

flow of plasma from the inverse (exploding) array. Probes

surrounding the load array are also susceptible to electrical

noise and capacitive coupling to the generator or other parts

of the load. The start of the switching of current into the load

results in a dip in the generator dI/dt as measured by the

MITL B-dot. There is a clear delay of 20 ns between the

FIG. 5. Average load resistivity as a function of energy deposited during the

current pre-pulse. Experimental data plotted as solid lines. Theoretical resis-

tivity model plotted as a dashed line. Grey shading represents different ther-

modynamic states for a given internal energy (independent of resistivity

model).
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generator response and the Rogowski probe signal, suggest-

ing that the Rogowski is not sensitive to the initial stages of

the current switch. The saturation and delay of Rogowski

signals means that we cannot use them to reliably determine

the load current. If integration of the Rogowski dI/dt signals

is carried out regardless, we find that in all cases, whether

probe saturation/breakdown occurred or not, the resulting

current is never large enough to account for the rapid implo-

sion of the load array as observed in optical streak images

and other diagnostics. The failure to determine the current

by measuring dB/dt at a large radial distance from the load,

via pickup of azimuthal field surrounding either the current

return posts or the wire array load itself, may indicate alter-

native current paths to those suggested in Fig. 1(a).

The argument for alternative current paths is further

strengthened by attempts to measure the current in the load

using a CW Faraday rotation diagnostic. A detailed descrip-

tion of this diagnostic can be found in Ref. 29. The diagnostic

utilises a 100 mm long quartz rod (Verdet constant¼ 5 rad

T�1 m�1 at 532 nm) as the Faraday medium and a 70 mW,

532 nm, plane polarised CW laser probe. The rod is positioned

between the load and current return structure, so that it is

bathed in azimuthal magnetic field from the axial current

pulse. The polarisation plane of the probe laser is rotated by

magnetic field oriented parallel to the laser propagation vec-

tor, with the rotation angle proportional to the line integrated

strength of the magnetic field along the rod. Orthogonal polar-

isation vectors were split after the rod using a polarising beam

splitter, and the intensity of each component was monitored

with photodiodes in order to determine the rotation angle. The

diagnostic successfully measured the full load current history

during standard cylindrical wire array experiments, showing

excellent agreement between Faraday and Rogowski current

measurements.29 During two-stage array experiments, the rod

was positioned high up in the current return structure as indi-

cated in Fig. 1(b), with the centre of the rod at a distance of

65 mm from the array axis (cf. return posts are centered

77.5 mm from the array axis). Fig. 6(b) shows load current

profiles deduced from Faraday rotation and Rogowski meas-

urements, together with the drive current inferred from the im-

plosion trajectory from the same experiment. Details

concerning the inference of the drive current from implosion

trajectories are presented in Sec. IV D. Note that the data in

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) are from separate experiments. The

Faraday diagnostic measured a load current of just 350 kA at

the time of peak x-ray power (300 ns) and the current rise rate

appears to be even less than that during a standard cylindrical

wire array Magpie experiment. By comparison to the current

profile inferred from the implosion trajectory, it is clear that

the Faraday current profile is not steep enough to account for

the rapid (120 ns) implosion of the array mass. The return post

Rogowski probes on this experiment measured even less cur-

rent than the Faraday diagnostic. Despite the issues with these

diagnostics, it is significant that similar effects have been

observed using both electrical (dB/dt) and optical techniques.

We can be confident that the Rogowski probes measure the

true dB/dt at their position, and that the signals they pick up

are not dominated by electrostatic noise.

These results strongly suggest that at all times after the

main current switch, there exists a radially distributed current

return path that is not localised to the current return posts. This

means that the load current cannot be accurately determined by

making measurements of the magnetic field at large radius.

The necessary standoff of Rogowski probes and CW Faraday

diagnostics from the load array means that they could never

measure the full load current. In addition, the different posi-

tions of the Faraday and Rogowski magnetic field measure-

ments may impact upon their relative sensitivity to the load

current. To overcome these difficulties and gain a greater

understanding of the current switch process, experiments have

been performed with the specific aim of measuring the current

directly in the load. The design and calibration of the load used

to make these measurements is presented in Section IV B.

B. Design of a B-dot diagnostic for monitoring dI/dt
within a static load

A schematic of the experimental setup designed to

understand the current switch mechanism of 2-stage wire

array z-pinches is shown in Fig. 7. In these experiments, the

load array was replaced by a static brass cylinder with two

inserted B-dot probes positioned close to the bottom of two

cavities. Time-varying magnetic flux associated with current

FIG. 6. a) Waveforms for dI/dt of the generator and dI/dt through the load

array. The onset of the main current switch into the load array causes a dip

in the dI/dt of the generator. Data first presented in Ref. 23. (b) Load current

profiles as measured by a CW Faraday rotation diagnostic (red line) and

return post Rogowski probe (blue line).29 The dashed line shows the rotation

angle of the Faraday probe. The drive current inferred from the implosion

trajectory of the load array is given by the green line. timp gives the time for

peak x-ray power at stagnation. Data in (a) and (b) are from separate

experiments.
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through the section between the load and the inverse array

fills the two cavities and is picked up by the embedded

B-dots. The nominally identical probes were constructed by

exposing and folding the inner conductor of a length of 0.02

in. semi-rigid coaxial cable back along a 0.5 mm long

exposed length of dielectric and soldering to the cable outer

conductor. The probes were insulated with KaptonVR tube,

and shielded with NiCr foil to mitigate against electrical

noise whilst allowing penetration of magnetic flux into the

cavities. The probes were positioned at the same radius but

with opposite winding direction to allow discrimination

between B-dot signals and possible capacitive coupling.

The sensitivity of the diagnostic depends on both the ge-

ometry of the probes and the extent to which magnetic flux

is able to penetrate the cavity. Because of this, the diagnostic

was calibrated experimentally using the same two-stage con-

figuration, but with the inverse (exploding) array absent. In

this case, all of the generator current flows through the load

from the beginning of the current pulse. The known magni-

tude of the current (measured using our standard current

diagnostics) was used to calibrate the probes.

The raw oscilloscope traces from the calibration experi-

ment are shown in Fig. 8(a). The traces consist of opposite po-

larity dB/dt signals superimposed upon a common noise

component. The opposite winding of the two probes allows

the common signal (shown in blue) to be determined and sub-

tracted from the data. The resulting dB/dt signal was cali-

brated against the known dI/dt of the generator from the same

experiment. The result of this calibration is shown in Fig.

8(b). The good agreement in the temporal profiles of the gen-

erator dI/dt and the load dI/dt suggests that the probes function

as expected and that their relative calibration is close.

C. Measurements of load dI/dt and the operation of a
plasma flow-switch

The current diagnostic was fielded in place of the load

(imploding) array, in a two-stage array configuration. The

inverse (exploding) array was 16 mm Ø and consisted of 8,

evenly distributed 12.5 lm Ø Al wires surrounding an 8 mm

Ø cathode rod. A typical pair of oscilloscope B-dot signals

measured during these experiments is shown in Fig. 9(a). It is

seen that, accounting for their opposite polarity, the signals

from the 2 probes agree reasonably well. The common noise

component was subtracted, and the resulting signal scaled

using the sensitivity from the calibration shot to give the pure

dI/dt signal shown in Fig. 9(b). At the very beginning of the

experiment, the dI/dt signal shows a short (�15 ns) pre-pulse

current in the load, which is driven by the increasing resistiv-

ity of the exploding array. The pre-pulse ends when the resist-

ance of the inverse array collapses after formation of plasma

on the wires. The duration of the pre-pulse is essentially the

same as is observed in the case where a wire array is used

instead of the static load. This supports the interpretation that

during two-stage experiments with a wire array load, it is

plasma formation on the exploder array wires that plays the

key role in determining the duration of the pre-pulse, and not

the increase of the resistance of the wires in the load array.

The switching of current into the static load starts at

�125 ns. This is seen as a fast increase in the dI/dt in the

load and from a decrease in the dI/dt of the generator current.

The time of the switching is determined by the mass-per-

unit-length and diameter of the exploding wire array, and is

the same as observed in experiments using wire array loads

instead of static loads. Note that the increase in dI/dt at the

load exactly matches the time for the generator dip in dI/dt,
suggesting the new diagnostic is sensitive to the beginning

of the current switch, unlike the return post Rogowski meas-

urements presented in Fig. 6. At �140 ns, the dI/dt signal in

the load drops back through zero and begins to rise again

only at �200 ns. This behaviour was unexpected and implies

more complex evolution of the current switch.

To understand the behaviour of the signals, laser probing

and XUV imaging of the load were performed at the time

corresponding to the “pause” in the load dI/dt. The probing

times are indicated by arrows in Fig. 9(b). The

FIG. 7. Schematic of a B-dot diagnostic designed for monitoring dI/dt
within a static load. B-dot probes formed from solid copper coaxial cable

are inserted into cavities within a solid brass cylinder that acts as a static

load array. Magnetic field surrounding the connecting rod penetrates the

NiCr foil to generate voltage on the probes. The inverse array wires were

removed for the calibration experiment.

FIG. 8. Results from the B-dot calibration experiment. (a) Opposite polarity

raw oscilloscope traces from the two B-dot probes and the deduced common

signal component (blue line). (b) Calibration of the B-dot diagnostic against

the MITL dI/dt.
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interferometry image in Fig. 10(a) and the first XUV self-

emission frame in Fig. 10(b) show the presence of plasma in

the load region, including in the gap between the load and

the top electrode of the exploding array. The source of the

plasma at the load appears to be an upward flow from the

exploding inverse array beneath. The plasma in the gap pro-

vides an alternative current path to the rod connecting the

exploding array to the load, and also shields the probes from

magnetic flux. As a result, the B-dot probes are insensitive to

changes in the load current until the implosion of the plasma

in the region between the load and inverse arrays reopens the

gap. The reopening of the gap can be seen in the second

XUV frame shown in Fig. 10(b), obtained at 218 ns. Only af-

ter the probes “reopen” are they able to measure dI/dt in the

load. Upward expansion of plasma from the inverse array

towards the load has also been observed during experiments

where the load was a wire array. The XUV self-emission

frames in Fig. 10(c) clearly show the expansion of a plasma

“bubble” as it bridges the section between the inverse and

load arrays and initiates the current switch. XUV emission

sequences in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) show a radially outward

expansion of plasma surrounding the load region. This is de-

spite the J�B force acting radially inward on the load array,

according to the array geometry presented in Fig. 1(a).

The combination of electrical measurements and imag-

ing data suggests the following sequence of events during

the current switch into the load, as illustrated in Fig. 12: As

the outward motion of the inverse array begins, the increase

in its resistance and inductance leads to a change in the parti-

tion of current between the inverse array and the load, and to

the start of the main current switch. The initial load current

rise is picked up by the embedded B-dot load. Some plasma

from the inverse array then expands up toward the load

array. The expanding magnetic cavity behaves as a plasma

flow-switch and forms the current path shown in Fig. 12(b).

FIG. 9. Measurements of load dI/dt from the static B-dot diagnostic fielded

in a two-stage array configuration. (a) Opposite polarity raw oscilloscope

traces. (b) Load dI/dt (red line) deduced from signals in (a), together with

generator dI/dt (black line) for comparison. Timings for laser probing and

XUV images presented in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) are indicated by arrows.

FIG. 10. Images showing plasma in the

load region during the onset of the main

current switch. Interferometry (a) and

XUV emission images (b) from a static

load experiment. The implosion of

plasma in the array “gap” is clearly seen

in the two XUV frames. (c) XUV

sequence showing the expansion of a

plasma “bubble” or magnetic cavity

between the inverse and load arrays dur-

ing a separate two-stage wire array

experiment (same experiment as Fig. 2).
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This plasma closes the gap between the load and the top

electrode of the inverse array, preventing the B-dots within

the stationary load of Fig. 7 from measuring the load current

until it implodes and reopens the gap as illustrated in Fig.

12(c). Note that the current paths shown in Fig. 12 represent

a simplified model for the real current paths, which are most

likely radially distributed. The current flowing through the

load is not required to return through the return posts, but

could make partial use of the lower inductance path through

the plasma of the exploding inverse array and the remnants

of the expanded plasma bubble surrounding the load array.

This could explain the delay and unusually small dI/dt sig-

nals observed with Rogowski probes installed on return

posts, and the small B(t) signals determined from Faraday

rotation measurements taken high up in the current return

structure. The existence of plasma and a possible return path

surrounding the load probably explains why Rogowski

probes installed around the load array, as shown in Fig. 1(b),

also do not function as initially expected.

Further evidence for the existence of the current path

shown in Fig. 12 is observed as an axial zippering in the ion-

isation and emission from expanded wires upon switching.

Data showing this are presented in Fig. 13. The XUV image

in Fig. 13(a) shows emission localised at the cathode end of

the load array. The two interferometry panels in Fig. 13(b)

are taken from either end of a single interferogram. The

inflection pattern of the interferometry fringes through the

expanded wire cores changes significantly along the length

of the load array, with direction and magnitude of the inflec-

tion indicating increased electron density toward the cathode.

In addition, schliering of the interferometer probing beam

due to radial electron density gradients at the wire edges cre-

ates shadowgraphy features in the lower interferogram and

begins to deflect the probe out of the acceptance angle of the

imaging system, causing a loss of the interference fringes.

The zippering occurs on a timescale (�10 ns) much shorter

than the timescale for the implosion of the array (�100 ns),

and so does not have a detrimental effect on the implosion

symmetry.

The onset of the current switch produces a significant

decrease in the voltage on the MITL of the generator. This is

because the rapidly changing geometry of the current path of

the total load generates a large dL/dt. The MITL voltage

can be used to estimate the change in the inductance of the

load during the onset of the current switch. Without direct

measurements of the load dI/dt due to reasons described in

Sec. IV A, this analysis necessarily involves a comparison of

FIG. 11. XUV emission sequences from 27 mm and 24 mm load experiments (c.f. experiments in Sec. III) showing the expansion of a magnetic cavity around

the load array and the subsequent load implosion. The axial voltage probe connection disrupts the stagnation of the pinch in these particular experiments. A

load array Rogowski blocks the view of the inter-array section.

FIG. 12. Cartoon showing the evolution of a magnetic cavity acting as a

plasma flow switch. The current paths (red lines) represent a simplification

of the real, radially distributed current paths. Outward and upward motion of

plasma from the inverse array initiates the current switch, which is further

driven by rapid expansion of the annular plasma bubble. The B-dots in the

static load are shielded during phase t2.
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dI/dt signals from a two-stage wire array load with those

from a static reference load. In addition, measurements of dI/
dt are made using B-dot probes embedded in the MITL at a

distance of roughly 30 cm from the load, and are only reli-

able so long as there is no electrical breakdown at the MITL

neck. As a result, these calculations should be regarded as

approximate but instructive.

The following formula describes the distribution of volt-

age over the system:

VG;0 ¼ Vm þ Vl: (4)

In this equation, VG;0 is the nominal driving voltage provided

by the generator for a fixed inductance load. Vm is the volt-

age across the MITL, and Vl is the voltage across the load.

Vm and Vl may, in general, apply to a static or dynamic

( _L 6¼ 0) load. These voltages are given by the following

expressions:

VG;0 tð Þ ¼ L0

dI0 tð Þ
dt
¼ Lm þ Ll;0ð Þ

dI0 tð Þ
dt

; (5a)

Vm tð Þ ¼ Lm
dI tð Þ

dt
; (5b)

Vl tð Þ ¼ d

dt
Ll tð ÞI tð Þ
� �

þ VR tð Þ

¼ d

dt
dLl tð Þ þ Ll;0

� �
I tð Þ

� �
þ VR tð Þ: (5c)

In these equations, I0 is the current that flows through the

fixed inductance load and I is the current that flows through

the dynamic load. Lm is the fixed MITL inductance (12 nH),

Ll;0 is the initial load inductance (10 nH), and dLlðtÞ is the

change in the load inductance evaluated between t0 and t.
VR is the resistive voltage drop across the load. The resist-

ance of the MITL and fixed inductance load is assumed

negligible. Equations 5(a)–5(c) can be combined to give the

following expression for the change in the inductance of the

load:

dL tð Þ ¼ 1

I tð Þ

ðt

t0

Lm þ Ll;0ð Þ
dI0

dt
� dI

dt

� �
� VR tð Þ dt: (6)

Analysis using Eq. (6) was performed for the same set of

experiments described in Sec. III. The black line in Fig. 14

represents the nominal generator driving voltage waveform,

dI0=dt. This was determined via MITL B-dot measurements

from a static load experiment with a load inductance similar

to Ll;0. VR was measured during two-stage array experiments

using the method described in Sec. III. The blue line in Fig.

14 shows the full time scale for the voltage signal shown in

Fig. 3. The probe measures 0 V between the pre-pulse and the

current switch, indicating that it is not sensitive to magnetic

flux during this time. The voltage probe provides meaningful

data on load resistance so long as this is the case, and it has

been assumed in the present analysis that the signal on the

voltage probe remains purely resistive throughout the experi-

ment. dI/dt for the two-stage array is shown as a red line.

Significant deviation of Vm from VG;0 occurs at a time corre-

sponding to the beginning of emission from the load array as

observed in optical streak images; this indicates a change in

the load inductance as would be expected. The change in load

inductance, dLl, was calculated using Eq. (6) and is shown in

green. The gentle increase in inductance from 110–185 ns

could be due to radially outward advection of current within

the inverse array ablation streams and also the expansion of

the current path into the region between the load and inverse

arrays. From 185–205 ns, there is a rapid increase in the load

inductance that correlates well in time to the expansion of the

plasma bubble observed with imaging diagnostics. After this

time, the inductance continues to increase as current finds its

new path through the load (imploding) array and the inverse

array return path expands.

The inductance can be related to the effective geometry

of the current carrying region to check the consistency of our

plasma flow switch hypothesis. If we approximate the

FIG. 13. Axially non-uniform plasma distribution during the onset of the

current switch. (a) Enhanced XUV emission toward the cathode. (b)

Cropped interferometry data from a single interferogram, showing three

wires at either end of a 42 mm long load array. Two of these wires overlap

along the line of sight. Greater electron density and sharper electron density

gradients are observed toward the cathode. (a) and (b) Data are from two dif-

ferent experiments.

FIG. 14. dI/dt traces from a static load (black) and a two-stage wire array

load (red). The signals deviate strongly during the main current switch. The

resistive load voltage is shown in blue. These signals were used to determine

the change in the load inductance (green) during current switch.
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current path surrounding the expanding magnetic cavity as a

cylindrically symmetric transmission line, then the additional

inductance is given simply by

L ¼ l0l

2p
ln

Ro

Ri
; (7)

where Ro and Ri are the radii of the outer and inner conduc-

tors, respectively, and l is the length of the transmission line.

For a fixed inner radius (8 mm array radius), the inductance

depends much more strongly on length than on outer radius.

Therefore, for a poorly defined outer conductor radius, it is

useful to make the approximation that _L / dl=dt. From Fig.

14, the inductance of the total load (inverse plus imploding

array) changes by 2.4 nH between the beginning of the cur-

rent switch (indicated by the onset of optical emission on the

streak camera) and the start of the implosion. During this

30 ns interval, the average _L is 0.08 nH/ns. Ignoring any

effect from the exploding inverse array, this change in the

load inductance corresponds to a change in the effective cur-

rent path length of _l¼ 1 mm/ns, assuming Ro¼ 12 mm. This

rate of transmission line expansion allows for the inclusion

of the inductance of the full length of the load array (30 mm)

before the beginning of the implosion. The effective current

path geometry is consistent with XUV emission imaging

data, as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 10(c) shows the expansion of a plasma bubble just

before the switch (the load array wires are not yet emitting

XUV radiation), in the region between the inverse and load

arrays. In this case, the geometry of the full plasma loop is

better defined. Ri is at r¼ 11 mm, and the two time frames can

be used to approximate Dl and DRo as 6.5 mm. The expansion

of this bubble suggests an _L of �0.03 nH/ns, in agreement

with the early time _L given by the inductance trace in Fig. 14.

Further consistency with the flow switch mechanism is

seen in the timing of the VR signal. VR begins to increase at

200 ns, implying an increase in the resistance of the inverse

array long (40 ns) after the onset of the current switch into the

load. Therefore, the switching mechanism cannot strongly

depend on the inverse array resistance (although an increase in

its inductance may still be important). The increased resistance

could be caused by the highly non-uniform current return struc-

ture that forms when the inverse array explodes. The division

of current between the load and inverse arrays is not known at

this time in the experiment; therefore, the resistance of the

inverse array upon switching cannot be accurately determined.

Given the peak VR of 37 kV, R ranges from 30–300 mX for

current fractions of 100%–10% through the inverse array.

D. Estimates of load current

The shielding of the load B-dot probes by the plasma dur-

ing the t2 phase shown in Fig. 12 and their subsequent opening

at a later time means that integration of the dI/dt signal as

measured by the B-dots in Fig. 9 will produce a lower estimate

for the magnitude of the current in the load. This estimate for

the load current, together with the total generator current, is

shown in Fig. 15 as the red line. It is seen that at least

�700 kA switched into the load; however, it is unclear how to

interpret the rise-time of this current pulse. The real current is

most probably considerably higher. The radial optical streak

image in Fig. 16 shows the implosion of a typical wire array

load in a two-stage array. The onset of optical emission corre-

sponds to the beginning of the main current switch into the

load array. Stagnation of the pinch according to the streak

data occurs 95 ns later, at 230 ns. Previous work23 has shown

that as a result of wire conditioning by the small current pre-

pulse (see Sec. III), all of the load array mass participates in

the main implosion; there is very little or no pre-fill plasma

within the array diameter, and no trailing mass. Consequently,

a 0D implosion model30 can be used to determine the current

driving the implosion, given an implosion trajectory. The

equation of motion for the imploding mass is given by

m̂€r tð Þ ¼ � l0I tð Þ2

4pr tð Þ ; (8)

where m̂ is the mass per unit length of the array and r is the

array radius. The red line overlaid on the streak image in Fig.

16 represents a 0D implosion trajectory for the same m̂ as the

streak data, driven by the current measured by the B-dots on

the static load (red line in Fig. 15). The 0D model converges

on axis at 90 ns after the wire array load, indicating insuffi-

cient current is driving the model. An improved, but still con-

servative, estimate for the current can be obtained by

assuming dI/dt remains constant during the period of B-dot

shielding, at the value reached immediately before the onset

of shielding. The “bridged” dI/dt trace for this situation looks

like that shown as the dashed line in Fig. 9(b). The corre-

sponding current trace and 0D implosion trajectories are plot-

ted as blue lines in Figs. 15 and 16. In this scenario, the

current reaches a peak of �1 MA in 150 ns. The 0D implosion

trajectory once again indicates that this current profile is insuf-

ficiently steep to drive the observed implosion. However, the

magnitude may be reasonable. Further 0D calculations sug-

gest that for a linearly rising current drive, a 1.2 MA pulse

with a 100 ns rise-time is required to match the implosion

time of the load. This current pulse and the associated 0D im-

plosion trajectory are plotted as green lines in Figs. 15 and 16.

It is not possible to determine via the 0D implosion model the

exact temporal current profile required to drive the experimen-

tally observed rapid implosions. However, the calculations do

FIG. 15. Load current as seen by the static B-dot load (red) and the total

generator (MITL) current from the same experiment (black). The blue cur-

rent profile was calculated using the “bridged” dI/dt trace shown in Fig. 9.

The green current profile generates a good fit of a 0D implosion model to op-

tical streak data (see Fig. 16), but it is not a unique solution.
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indicate that the required average load dI/dt is approximately

1:2� 1013 A s�1, in excellent agreement with the peak value

measured by the static load B-dots, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

This value for dI/dt represents an approximate doubling of the

average dI/dt of the generator. It should also be noted that no

attempt has yet been made to optimise the system for the fast-

est current switch.

The current in the load remains to be accurately deter-

mined, although the new measurements are very useful in

helping to construct the picture of the current switch mecha-

nism. It may be possible to prevent the transient plasma

shielding of the B-dot probes on Magpie experiments by

using some dielectric shielding. However, it is not obvious

that this could be achieved without disrupting the plasma

flow switch mechanism. Nonetheless, it would be useful to

determine the load current profile and observe the dynamics

of the load array in the case where the plasma flow switch

does not operate. To characterise the flow-switch more fully,

Faraday rotation imaging will be performed during the

switch on future experiments.

V. DISCUSSION ON THE SCALING OF THE TWO-STAGE
Z-PINCH TO HIGHER CURRENT DEVICES

The interpretation of the current switching process is

plausible but needs to be supported by additional measure-

ments. Assuming the interpretation is correct, it has important

implications for the operation of the two-stage array as a fast

current switch and the scaling of the device to higher current

machines. The formation of the plasma bubble propagating

from the end of the exploding inverse array into the load

region acts as a plasma flow switch, providing an additional

current path that can rapidly shunt current into the load. As a

result, switching into the load array does not entirely rely on

the increase in impedance of the inverse array, as was previ-

ously thought. This result is important in the context of scaling

to higher current machines: The resistive contribution to the

impedance of the exploding inverse array likely scales unde-

sirably with increased current because of the requirement for a

larger initial array mass and the subsequent increase in con-

ducting plasma density in the region surrounding the inverse

array. In contrast, if the switching process relies more on the

opening of the magnetically insulated cavity in Fig. 12, then

the performance of the switch may have a favourable scaling

with generator current and could potentially be treatable with

magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) simulations. It is possible that

even if the resistive impedance of the exploding array does

not remain sufficiently high at large currents and associated

high voltages, the flow-switch action could be sufficient for

efficient operation of the switch.

The Magpie generator24 used to perform the present

experiments is a high impedance (1.25 X) machine. As a

result, the drive current is very insensitive to the load induct-

ance. The additional load inductance introduced by the extra

length of a two-stage array would be an important considera-

tion for a lower impedance machine such as the Z generator

at Sandia National Laboratories because it will reduce the

peak current delivered to the load. The initial inductance of

the two-stage array can in fact be very low, as it is dominated

by the inductance of the compact inverse array (red path in

Fig. 1(a)). A realistic two-stage setup may consist of 1 cm

long arrays, a central cathode rod diameter of 1.5 cm, array

diameters of 2 cm, and a return structure diameter of (at

most) 5 cm. For these numbers, and assuming coaxial sym-

metry (ignoring private wire inductance), the inductance of

the inverse array is 0.6 nH.25,31 The inductance will increase

when current begins to switch into the load array. The upper

limit for the inductance immediately after the main current

switch (before the beginning of the implosion) will corre-

spond to the blue path in Fig. 1(a) (i.e., will make full use of

the return structure) and is equal to 4.2 nH for the numbers

given above. The real inductance will likely be lower due to

the radially distributed current path described earlier: For an

effective return current path diameter of 3.5 cm, the corre-

sponding inductance before the implosion is 2.8 nH. This in-

ductance is comparable to the initial inductance of typical

wire array loads on Z,32 and so should not pose a problem in

terms of maintaining the drive current at levels similar to

those currently obtainable during the implosion phase of

standard cylindrical wire arrays, when there is a large dL/dt.
The two-stage array configuration introduces an additional

dL/dt component during the current switching phase. In order

to assess quantitatively the impact of this on the peak current

delivered to the load array, it will be necessary to model the

plasma bubble motion from the inverse wire array. Such

modeling should be possible with existing MHD codes, but

this is beyond the scope of this paper.

The most powerful x-ray sources fielded on Z already

include a type of inductive switch in the form of a concentric

large diameter wire array.1,31,33 It is interesting to compare

this “nested” configuration with the operation of the two-stage

array described in the present paper. In a nested load configu-

ration, the outer array inductively shields an inner array from

the generator current during the ablation phase and the begin-

ning of the snowplough implosion. When the imploding cur-

rent sheath reaches the radius of the inner array, some fraction

of the current switches from the outer to the inner. This drives

a second ablation phase, snowplough implosion and stagna-

tion of the inner array onto the axis. The rapid current shunt

and the resulting fast implosion from an initially small radius

may explain the high x-ray power output of nested implosions.

To an extent, the action of this switch is to reset the initial

FIG. 16. Radial optical streak image showing the implosion of a 17 mm Ø,

8� 10 lm Al load array. The main current switch begins at 135 ns, giving an

implosion time of �95 ns. Implosion trajectories from a 0D implosion model

are overlaid on the image. These trajectories were driven by the current

pulses shown in Fig. 15.
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conditions for the implosion at a smaller radius. There is

effectively a large radial convergence of the current sheath

(from the initial outer to initial inner radius) with much

reduced associated growth of the MRT instability amplitude.

Despite the favourable performance of a nested array

over the equivalent standard array, there remain some issues

that limit their efficiency. First, although improved, the final

implosion remains non-uniform. Instabilities in the outer

array imprint to some extent on the inner array during

switching, and the inner array undergoes an axially modu-

lated ablation phase before imploding. Second, the mass of

the outer array ends up being included in the final implosion,

limiting the implosion velocity. Third, the trailing mass from

both the inner and outer array implosions provides a large ra-

dius, low inductance current path that limits the current con-

vergence and the plasma compression at stagnation.

Many wire array z-pinch configurations have been shown

to exhibit similar behavior when driven by peak currents rang-

ing from 1–20 MA. The two-stage array presented here could

potentially provide a means for rapid switching at the 20 MA

level into a wire array with a diameter comparable to that of a

typical nested inner array, with the benefit of very uniform ini-

tial conditions for the final implosion enabled by the pre-pulse

and dwell phase. Previous work23 has shown that perturba-

tions to the preconditioned wire core surfaces are not more

than 1.5lm in size. In addition, negligible mass (not more

than a few % from imaging diagnostics) from the inverse

(switch) array is included in the final implosion, allowing for

faster implosion velocities and minimal imprint from the

inverse array history onto the load array. The proximity of the

inverse array to the load, together with the axial evolution of

the flow switch, does impose an ionisation zippering on the

load array. However, this occurs on a timescale much less

than the implosion time for the array, and time-gated XUV

emission and laser probing images show that the load array

implodes uniformly along its length. The uniformity of the

preconditioned wires and the bulk ionisation upon current

switching results in very little or no trailing mass at large ra-

dius during the final implosion.

The initial conditions for the final implosion and the large

dI/dt into the load array may favour a higher power x-ray

source than a standard cylindrical array or a nested array.

However, we stress that at this time we have not performed

systematic studies of the x-ray output or attempted to optimise

the array geometry for this means, concentrating instead on an

understanding of the preconditioning and the mechanism for

the main current switch. Therefore, at the present time we do

not have the information to make quantitative comparisons

between nested arrays and two-stage arrays in terms of their

x-ray output. During standard wire array implosions the abla-

tion phase radially redistributes the array mass prior to the

main implosion. The prefill plasma helps to reduce the growth

of the MRT instability by reducing the acceleration of the

bulk array mass during the snowplough-like implosion phase.

In the present setup the absence of a load array ablation phase

leads to a 0D-like, accelerating final implosion, which conse-

quently becomes MRT unstable despite the uniform initial

conditions. However, the system may allow for carefully tai-

lored radial mass distributions such as preconditioned, nested

plasma shells that could be optimised for implosion stability

and heating at stagnation. With the means to generate 0D-like

implosions, it is now also possible to study more exotic poten-

tial MRT mitigation techniques, such as introducing axial or

cusp magnetic fields.30

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have described the operation of a two-stage wire

array z-pinch driven by the 1.4 MA, 240 ns Magpie pulsed-

power device. This setup is used to both precondition a

cylindrical load array and significantly sharpen the dI/dt pro-

vided by the generator in a very economical way. In the two-

stage configuration, an inverse wire array acts as a fast cur-

rent switch, delivering a current pre-pulse into the cylindrical

load array, before rapidly switching the majority of the gen-

erator current into the load after a �100 ns dwell time. The

pre-pulse and dwell time result in uniform expansion of the

load array wire cores prior to the implosion, dramatically

altering the implosion dynamics of the load array upon the

main current switch. Analysis of imaging and electrical data

suggests that the main current switch evolves in part as a

plasma flow switch, driven by the expansion of a magnetic

cavity and plasma bubble along the length of the load array.

Load implosion times indicate that the flow switch sharpens

the generator dI/dt by a factor of �2. It would be very inter-

esting to field the two-stage wire array z-pinch load on a

higher current, lower impedance facility. This type of flow

switch may scale favourably to larger generators because the

magnetic cavity will be driven faster by a larger current. The

operation of the switch does not depend entirely on increased

impedance of the inverse array, a detail which could other-

wise be problematic on machines operating at higher voltage

and with greater plasma densities. A drop in the peak load

current must result when sharpening dI/dt in this way.

However, the extra load inductance introduced by the inverse

array is a relatively small addition to the total load induct-

ance, so this effect may be manageable. MHD simulations of

the plasma bubble motion are required before a meaningful

circuit analysis can be performed. This load configuration

could potentially be applied as a high power x-ray source.

Previous work has shown4,34 that x-ray yields from wire

array implosions have a favourable scaling with dI/dt, which

may be significantly increased in the present setup. In addi-

tion, the preconditioning of the load array results in very uni-

form initial conditions for the final implosion, negligible

trailing mass, and the possibility to carefully tailor the radial

mass distribution to optimise implosion stability and stagna-

tion heating.
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